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Function of a Slanted-Grating Coupler  

 

One function of a Grating Coupler can be coupling light into or out from an optical waveguide, and this can find 

application in recent near-eye devices. Waveguides are usually made of dielectric and are transparent. For specific 

combinations of incident and output angles, the grating can couple light into a guided mode of the waveguide. In such a 

case, light will be guided in the waveguide until it reaches the 

waveguide edge, then an additional grating coupler can couple 

the light out. The larger the diffraction efficiency of the grating, 

the larger percent of light that would be coupled in.  

 

In this example, we use GratingMaster® to design a slanted 

grating as input coupler. With an optimal slanted grating angle 

and geometry, the incident light energy can be mostly directed 

to one single diffraction order, here +1 order. (we won’t discuss 

the waveguide part for this example.) 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dielectric
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Diffraction_efficiency
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Design Parameters 

Light Source:  wavelength: 0.55 um and 70° incidence, 55° transmitted light output  

Material: PMMA with refractive index of 1.5892, works as substrate/grating ridge layer 

 

Design Target  

     High transmission in +1 order for both TE and TM 

 

Optimization Result from this tutorial: 

 

1) Transmission efficiency is 90 for Avg of TE and TM, 

                          and 92 for TM, and 88 for TE. 

2) The optimized geometry of the slanted grating is like the first figure of this tutorial with detail parameters at the 

end of the tutorial. 

 

 

Workflow to run GratingMaster® 

Media Light Source Grating GeometryPrepare for Optimization (Grating Parameters 

Output Order Algorithm Settings)Optimization and Result 

 

Tips 

Tip1:  Remember to save your result at any stage just in case by going to “File” and choose “Save”,  

           or click “Ctrl+S” in short-cut, or click save button in top toolbar. 

Tip2: When optimizing your system, try to use “Global Optimization” first to give you a better global search, then 

          switch to “Local Optimization” for finer local optimization. Don’t be afraid to switch and try different  

          optimization methods for best result. 

 

Note:  The file for this tutorial is saved as 

C:/Program Files/LightSoft/GratingMaster/tutorial/tutorial-slanted-grating-coupler.gmb 
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Step1: Define media material from “Media” 
 

Click “Media” to open the media window from left Treeview under “Model” tab, then click “Choose Method” >> select 

“Simple Media” to open a new window >> fill in refractive index of 1.5892 and give a media name “pmma”.  Click ‘OK” to 

go back to media window; Make sure to choose a color for “pmma” before clicking “OK” in “Media” window. Noticed 

the media “pmma” shows up in left Treeview under “Media”. 

 

 
 

Step2. Define incident light source from “Source” 
 

Click “Source” from Treeview to open the source window, then choose “Unpolarized”>>  set wavelength as 0.55 um >> 

set -70 for “Incident Angle” as follows. Noticed “Unpolarized” shows under “Source” in left Treeview after closing the 

window. The -70 degree of incident light is also shown in the main viewport. 
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Step3. Set up “Grating Geometry” 
 

1. Click “Basic Setting” and choose “1D Grating” for this example and fill in grating period as 1.519, superstrate and 

substrate as follows, then click “OK” to finish. Noticed in the main viewport, the superstrate and substrate show up 

with light source incident from superstrate media. (The grating period is calculated from incident and output angle 

and media) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Click “Layer Stack” from left Treeview to open 

this window, then choose “Macro Layer” for 

this example, and the “Macro Layer” starts 

like the window on right.  
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3. The Macrolayer function in GratingMaster® enables flexible grating wall shapes and then powerful grating 

functions. The available methods to create the Macrolayer wall shape geometry in GratingMaster® are 

(1)Trapezoid, (2)From Function, (3) From Table. We will create this slanted grating from a Trapezoid shape, as 

defined in the following windows, by defining Ridge and Groove material, number of sublayers for kernel to 

simulate the shape geometry, and the five parameters of the trapezoid. 

>> Noticed “MacroLayer_1” is shown under “Layer Stack” in the left Treeview and also shown in the main 

viewport after this step. 

 

 
 

 

4. Check the main viewport and make sure the grating layer and substrate and superstrate are correct. If not, each 

layer can be edited by clicking on its name from left Treeview or by right clicking any cell from the viewport. By now 

the grating geometry is fully defined for this example. 
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5. Click “Output Orders ” from left Treeview to define the output grating orders to control. In this application, choose 

“Transmitted” >> select -1 and 1 for orders >> click “Add”>> “T, -1:1” shows in the monitor window. Click “OK” to 

close the window.  

 

 
 

 

Step4 Set variables and output controls for optimization 
 

1. Click “Grating Parameters” >> click “Edit 

Layer Variables” to open the grating 

variable definition window. The 

MacroLayer_1 layer defined previously is 

shown on the top >> click the box in front 

of it to enable defining its variables. Five 

parameters which define the Trapezoid 

shape can all be set as driving variables to 

optimize. Input some sensible numbers for 

its min and max values and they are 

fillfactors with no unit.  The range values 

are mostly determined by fabrication 

capability. 
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2. After defining all variables for the layer, click “OK” to go back to “Grating Parameters” window. The window below 

shows the overall variables in the top table. Leave “grating period” as 1.519 fixed for this application as it defines 

the output diffraction angle.  The column “Optimized Value” shows any last optimization result, and it starts as 

empty. The middle table is to list all “Linked Variables” and the bottom one is to list “Media Variables”. For now 

leave them empty.   

 

 
                             

3. Click “Output Order Control” to start defining light output target, and the following table starts with empty items 

and ends like the following to have one output defined after clicking “Add” button on top to define the output 

order “T+1” as in the next following window.  

>> The item in this table can also be edited by clicking on each of them. Users can spend some time to experiment 

each button if interested and its name is mostly pretty self-explained, and they are designed to give users the 

flexibility to create control items quickly and make this table creation more fast, convenient and powerful and 

clearly-displayed. 
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>> Clicking “Add” button to access the following window to define the T+1 order in above table. Select T+1 Order, 

and give a constant weight 50, and “Lower Limit” constant target 90, for example here. Users can experiment 

with different control items and numbers. 

 

 

4. Click “Algorithm Settings” and choose “Global 

Optimization” (in default) and leave rest of 

parameters as default for now. 
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Step5 Start optimization and result 
 

1. Click “Start Optimization” button and click “Start” to watch the magic. There are two start-point options, from 

Initial Value or from Last Optimization. If this is the first time to run optimization, there won’t be any optimization 

values available, so use default option “From Initial Value”. 

                      

 

2. Within a few minutes, the optimization is done!  “Congratulations” window pops up. Noticed the “Merit Function 

Value” shown under the figure has changed from 4164.06 to 145.772. The smaller the merit function value is, the 

better the final result is matched to the target value. The optimization process is dynamic, and the result can be 

different each time even with the same variables, controls and algorithms.  

 

3. Click “Go to Optimization Output”, and click “Save” if asked to save the result and give a meaningful name if 

desired. The result name can also be renamed at any time by right-clicking on it under “Result” tree and selecting 

“Rename”.  The “Optimization Result” can be shown in either Table or Plot by making a selection in this window. 
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4. If selecting “Show Optimization Result in a Plot”, click “Plot Settings” >>  use the default setting as left window >> 

click OK and the plot shows the “Diffraction Efficiency ” for the total three orders.  
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5. Click “Show Variables” in the result window to see grating variable result, which includes the start and final 

optimized values, together with initial and range values. 

 

 
 

6. Click “Show Source”, “Show Order Controls” or “Show Optimization Settings” to see all the settings for this 

optimization result if desired. 

7. If further optimization is desired after this first 

optimization, GratingMaster has a lot of built-in 

optimization methods, and here is one way. Go click 

on “Algorithm Settings” under “Optimization” from 

the Model tree >> select “Local Optimization” and 

leave the rest as default settings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. Then click “Start Optimization” >> select “Start from Last Optimization” to start. This will initiate optimization from 

last-saved optimization, which loads grating variables from the “Optimized Value” column under “Grating 

Parameters”.  
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>> Within a few minutes, the optimization looks like converged, and the “Merit Function Value” has changed from 

145.772 to 2.57545.  The optimization can be stopped before it reaches to 100% >> click “Go to Optimization 

Output” to save the result. 

 

 
 

>> This optimization is further improved from the first-round of optimization, and the diffraction efficiency reaches 

close to 90 for the average of TE and TM. 
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>> The “Show Variables” table below gives the optimized grating geometry parameters, and the grating geometry 

from these numbers shows in the main viewport here and in the very first figure of this tutorial. 

 

 
 

 

 

Note:  The file for this tutorial is saved as 

C:/Program Files/LightSoft/GratingMaster/tutorial/tutorial-slanted-grating-coupler.gmb 

 

   

    *****************************   The End of Tutorial ****************************** 

 ********** 1D Slanted-Grating Coupler with GratingMaster® 
  ********** 


